
1  Mr. G: Right Right Yeah                                

2   And it’s- it also requires, the other person                                                           

3  Dr. D:                               ↓    
                                         #figure (a) 

4   I mean it would be [horrible if I loved ((Mrs.G))  

5  Dr. D:    ↑                [Right.                 ↓    ↑ 
#figure (b)                                           

 

6  Mr. G: and she didn’t love me.                           

7   it's this mu(h)tual thing.=that's making-              

8  Dr. D:                             ↑       ↓ 
                                                                        

9  Mr. G: and th-that's why I think I’m- I’m lucky and special                    

10   because that may not be the case for everybody.=       

11  Dr. D: [=°Right  

12   ↑        ↓ 
#figure (c) 

13  Mr. G: [But I think that- ya(h) kno(hh)w                    

14   M(h)y li(h)fe has- co(h)me who I am. From- 

15   Being with ((Mrs.G)). And- and loving her. And things. 

16  Dr. D:               ↓       ↑           ↑      ↓      
 

((Nurse nods with continuous brief head movements))           

17  Mr. G: And that’s- That’s bee(h)n so central to my- whole life. 

18  Dr. D:                                                                  ↑      ↓           ↑       ↓ 
 

((Nurse continues to nod and smiles)) 

19  Mr. G: And uhh, so- that’s- that’s- that’s it.= 

20  Dr. D:   ↑       ↓      ↑        ↓           ↑        ↓        ↑         ↓ 
 

21  Mr. G: I mean- And my own theory, 

22   It’s something I say in- in my book several times, 

23   Is we inhabit each other’s actions. 

24   And I really (.) uh- feel that (.) in a certain sense. 

25   And I- it’s- it’s away from, against- 

26   But we don’t have to get into this. 

27   Against a lot of the psychology. And a Cartesian picture. 

28  Dr. D:                                               ↑      ↓ 
 

29  Mr. G: That takes everybody- as though 

30   It’s the individual as your point of departure. 

31   Instead of the ways we’re involved  

32   in all these activities actions with other people. 

33  Dr. D:  ↑↓ ↑↓         ↓       ↑                 ↓                ↑↓ 
 

34  Mr. G: And the things they are doing are shaping  

35  Dr. D:                                                                                              ↑↓  
 

36  Mr. G: what we can do as well. 

37  Dr. D:                                  ↓     ↑ 

       #figure (d) 
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